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Overall Market Size &
Segments

Overall Market Size
2022 Projected
Revenue

CAGR
2022-25

Volume Growth
2022-25

£54
billion

9.1%

3.6%

(Statista)

(Statista)

(Statista)

2022 Per Capita
£780 / 95L
43% consumed in home, by value

Segments

Segment

2021 Value (£)

2025 Value (Projected, £)

Beer

14 300 mil

27 000 mil

Wine

14 200 mil

23 300 mil

Spirits

9 100 mil

16 600 mil

Cider

1 600 mil

2 800 mil

Low/no

217 mil

Up to 2 200 mil

Hard Selzer

32 mil

260 mil

Source: Statista, Kantar, The Grocer, Nielsen

Segments
Annual spend on alcoholic products, 2012-25, by segment

Source: Statista, Kantar

General Consumer
Trends

Age Profiles
Mean number of units consumed per week in the UK

Key Points
•

Average age for
drinker getting older
in both men and
women.

•

Women 4 x more
likely to not drink
than men.

•

Push towards
abstinence in younger
generations.

Source: Statista, Kantar

In vs. Out of Home
% breakdown of UK consumption points.

Key Points
•

Pandemic hugely
drove in home
consumption as bars,
pubs and restaurants
all closed their doors.

•

Expected to rebound
to pre-pandemic
levels by 2024.

•

Split shows the
importance of a multichannel approach for
both on- and offtrade.

Source: Statista, Kantar

Online
% market share of online retail sales.

Key Points
•

Pandemic has pushed
more and more
consumers online.

•

Expected to drive
long-term change.

•

Online retailers such
as Master of Malt and
subscription services
such as Craft Gin Club
have boomed.

•

Convenience is a
particularly important
purchasing factor to
younger ages groups
(Getir, GoPuff etc).
Source: Statista, Kantar

Other Notable Trends

Organic

Premiumisation

16% YOY growth,
according to the Soil
Association.

Consumers increasingly
seeking quality over
quantity – wine, gin,
craft beer etc.

RTD

Healthy/low calorie

Canned wines, cocktails
etc now a supermarket
staple as youth prioritise
convenience.

Increasingly health
conscious consumers are
turning to hard seltzers
and low calorie beer.

Wine

Key Statistics
2021 Revenue

CAGR
2022-25

2025 Revenue
(projected)

£14
billion

7.8%

£23
billion

(Statista)

2020 Australian
Import Value

(Wine
Intelligence)

£280
million
(ITC)

(Statista)

- Largest non-EU import partner.
- 8% of all wine imports by value.
- Around 85% bulk bottled in UK.
- Strong presence via retail.

Key Trends - 1
•

The number of regular wine drinkers is falling:

59% of UK adults in 2015, compared to just 49% in 2021 (Wine Intelligence).
•

These regular consumers are an ageing population:

56% of regular drinkers are now 55+, compared to 38% in 2011 (Wine
Intelligence).
•

Younger drinkers have a higher per bottle spend:

Quality over quantity for the younger age group, who are looking for brands
they would describe as ’fashionable, individual, unique or sophisticated’.
•

Packaging is in the spotlight:

More than 1 in 10 consumers aged 18-34 years-old have purchased canned
wine over the last six months, three times more than those aged 55+ and
double that of the average UK drinker. Low weight glass is expected to gather
traction in the coming years.

Key Trends - 2
•

Organic wine has boomed:

2020 saw a 47% rise in Organic wine sales, and a further 20%
in 2021 (Soil Association). Biodynamic remains niche, but
grows.
•

Sparkling appears to have stalled, while English and
low/no remain growth areas:

The pandemic slowed sales of ’celebratory bubbles’, and these
are yet to recover, while a ‘buy-British’ push post-Brexit has
seen English wine come further to the fore. Low/no wine sales
grew 50% 2020-21 (Kantar).
•

Online popular for increasingly knowledgeable
drinkers:

However even by this medium grape variety and country of
origin remain the leading choice cues for UK wine drinkers.

Tips & Access
FOOD SERVICE AND INDEPENDENT CHANNELS ARE
CURRENTLY UNDER SERVED BY AUSTRALIAN WINE
(WINE AUSTRALIA)
•

UK consumers have positive associations with Australian wine,
in particular that they offer ‘good value for money’, ‘are popular
wines’, ‘food friendly wines’ and wines they recognise and would
be happy to recommend. Quality perceptions of Australian wine
have also improved since 2010.

•

Branding is increasingly important, particularly via retail, and a
strong brand can improve chances of purchase.

•

An importer is a must, and they must hold a registered
alcohol trading licence. There are many specialist wine
importers out there for general sales.

•

Bottling is also possible on UK soil.

•

Online retailers, such as Virgin Wines, Naked Wines, Laithwaites
etc can be a good outlet but often request exclusivity. They can
be approached directly.

Spirits

Key Statistics
2021 Revenue

£9
billion
(Statista)

2020 Australian
Import Value

CAGR
2022-25

2025 Revenue
(projected)

10.1%

£17
billion

(Statista)

£1.4
million
(ITC)

(Statista)

- Total import value of £765m.
- France market leader with just 17%
share of imports by value.
- Very diverse range of countries
shows wide range of sourcing.

Key Trends - 1
UK Spirit Market, Revenue by Segment

Key Points
•

Vodka remains
market leading spirit.

•

Huge growth in gin
market fuelled by
premiumisation and
increased consumer
awareness.

•

Rum expected to
show significant
growth over next 3-5
years.

Source: Statista, Kantar

Key Trends - 2
•

Online popular for increasingly knowledgeable drinkers:

As with wine, online is expected to hit 15% market share by 2025.
•

Out of home expected to recover quickly post-pandemic:

By 2025 58% of spending and 21% of volume consumption in the
Spirits segment will be attributable to out-of-home consumption.
•

Premiumisation and niche growth in all areas:

Consumers are increasingly buying into the ‘less is more’ attitude
across all segments, with quality prioritised over quantity, while a
growing demand for niche spirits has seen growth in demand for
country/region-specific products such as tequila, pisco etc.
•

Australian whiskey is gathering a quality reputation.

Example: Sullivan’s Cove (left), available online in the UK.

Tips & Access
AUSTRALIAN SPIRITS DO NOT HAVE THE REPUTATIONAL
HERITAGE THAT WINE BENEFITS FROM
•

In the UK spirits market, quality is often the point of difference.

•

Branding is increasingly important, particularly via retail, and a
strong brand can improve chances of purchase. With spirits this
can come via an interesting bottle, flavour profile or label that
provides a point of difference.

•

An importer is a must, and they must hold a registered
alcohol trading licence. There are many specialist alcohol
importers out there and they can specialise in different
channels.

•

Online retailers, such as Master of Malt, offer a good outlet for
niche products, and can provide an initial outlet for small
volumes.

Beer & Cider

Key Statistics
2021 Revenue

£16
billion
(Statista)

2020 Australian
Import Value

CAGR
2022-25

2025 Revenue
(projected)

9.5%

£30
billion

(Statista)

£3
million
(ITC)

(Statista)

- Equal split Beer/Cider.
- Total import value £525m (Beer),
£135m (Cider).
- Huge increase in Australian cider
imports in 2020.

Key Trends - 1
•

Post-pandemic recovery

Beer and cider sales have plummeted as a result of the pandemic,
with pubs and restaurants closed for long periods of time. The
market is expected to fully recover by 2025.
•

Clear target consumer

The majority of beer and cider sales in the UK are to males under
40, with cider (and particularly fruit ciders) having more appeal to a
female audience.
•

The ‘craft’ scene is peaking

’Craft’ beer and cider – produced by smaller breweries with a specific
taste profile and hand-made approach; has become increasingly
popular. There is a strong domestic scene in both beer and cider with
many ‘microbreweries’ emerging over the past decade, although this
is widely predicted to have reached saturation point.
Source: Statista, Kantar

Key Trends - 2
•

Cans are on the agenda

Via retail cans are quickly becoming the format of
choice, with craft beer in particular really making the
most of the branding opportunity a can provides.
Reasons for can preference are echoed by those seen
with wine – sustainability, fragility etc.
•

Stand out or miss out

Branding in beer and cider is becoming increasingly
powerful; companies and products are now in need of a
striking brand and concept to succeed.
•

Healthier options

Carb-free, ‘skinny’ and low-calorie beers and ciders are
all receiving increasing spotlight due to the general
focus on health previously mentioned.

Tips & Access
MANY BRITS ASSOCIATE AUSTRALIAN BEER WITH
FOSTERS! THIS CAN BE A BARRIER.
•

There is reputational work to be done with Australian beer & cider,
although increasing import volumes would show this is in progress.

•

Most brands will produce in the UK, as this represents a more logical
route for a low value/high volume product. This can be done via a
contractor or in-market partner.

•

Potentially opportunities via importers, but these will be very
specialist and low in number. Freight will pose a significant barrier to
entry.

•

The domestic scene poses the biggest threat, with thriving UK
producers of both beer and cider.

•

Food service/retail are almost equally split in terms of volume/value:
a multi-channel approach is recommended.

Low/No

Key Statistics
2021 Revenue

CAGR
2022-25

2025 Revenue
(projected)

£217
million

34%

£2.2
billion

(Statista)

2020 Australian
Import Value

(Drinks
Business)

£2
million
(ITC)

(Statista)

- Includes all soft drinks and waters.
- No specific category for NOLO.
- Total import market value of £1 billion
in 2020.
- Other soft drinks grow at 4% CAGR.

Key Trends
•

Wild projections in growth

Such has been the rapid emergence firm market
projections vary dramatically, although all positive!
•

Celebrity involvement

Many celebrity backed (and fronted) NOLO brands
are emerging, such as CleanCo (pictured).
•

Quality of flavour is key

Consumers are seeking interesting alternatives to
alcoholic beverages, and as such traditional
categories are simply moving over to NOLO, as
opposed to entire new categories being created.
Non-alcoholic wine is the category’s quickest
growing segment at double the rate of beer and
cider (Kantar, The Grocer).
Source: Statista, Kantar

Tips & Access
AS ALCOHOL LAWS DO NOT APPLY, ROUTES TO
MARKET ARE MUCH MORE OPEN
•

Finding a bottler/importer is a good first step to market
entry. This partner obviously does not need to have an
alcoholic licence.

•

Clearly defining your product and its market positioning is
more important here than perhaps any other: this is an
evolving category and can be unclear to consumers. Nonalcoholic wine is in such growth for this reason – it has a
clear value proposition.

•

Pricing – Brits understand that no alcohol means no duty.
They expect products to therefore be cheaper than the
alcohol-filled competition.

•

Mocktails and new uses: as such a new category many
consumers are intrigued about usage, and this can be a key
repeat purchase driver.

•

Functional: booming in the F&B space in general.

General Guidance

General Guidance
•

Bottler or importer?

A key consideration for all producers of beverages. Generally higher value/lower volume
favours an importer.
•

Does your product have clear USPs?

The UK alcohol market is very competitive, and having a point of difference is necessary.
•

Do you know your route to market?

Is your product most suited to retail or food service? Or is a multi-channel approach required?
•

Do the commercials work?

British consumers desire value, no matter which end of the market you pitch to.

•

Do you have a marketing plan and budget?

Investment is required for any brand success. Competition is fierce.
•

Are there any labelling/composition specifics?

While an importer will work with you on labelling, taking the initiative can speed up
negotiations.

Q&A

What’s next?
Reach out to your Tradestart or Global Engagement Manager

New to Austrade? Get in touch to see how we can help and ask
specific questions about grants, programs and services

Try the Guide to Exporting tool to identify, understand and
prioritise markets

Read more about the $72m Agribusiness Expansion Initiative

Keep informed about the latest agribusiness news

• 13 28 78

• export.business.gov.au

• agriculture.gov.au
• austrade.gov.au
• austrade.gov.au/news/
newsletters

Thank you for attending

Sorry if we didn’t answer
your specific question

We’ll follow up on
outstanding issues

Please complete the
survey that will be
emailed to you –
helps us develop
what you need

Recording available –
we’ll send out a link

